Scott’s Kart – Instructions
General safety
•
•
•
•

Kart use must be supervised by an adult at all times
The safety remote control must be with the adult at all times
The lap belt must be used
The kart should not be used in the rain, and because only ONE of the rear wheels is driven, it will
tend to chew up wet grass anyway

There is a removeable metal plate that goes into the slot behind the free-wheel lever. Removing the
plate allows the motor drive to be disengaged by pulling the yellow lever backwards if there is a
fault, or when there is a need to wheel the kart around without power. The kart MUST NOT be
operated under power with the plate removed and the lever pulled back, as it could cause the chain
to jam or snap.

Whilst the existing lever brake has been retained, it will never have been that effective and the
motor acts as a much better brake when the throttle lever is moved backwards, or the kart is turned
off with the supplied parental radio shut down switch.

Charging the battery
Only use the supplied TGA charger. The red/black battery connector is connected to the charger as
shown and will only go on one way.

Connecting the battery to the kart
There is a red/black push-together power connector to one side of the front panel as shown below.
As with the charger, the connector will only go on one way.

Turning on the power
There is a toggle switch on the front of the black control unit fitted to the arm. Flick this UP to turn
the kart ON and DOWN to turn the kart off. When the kart is switched on, you should normally see
two LEDs light up.
KART STATUS is multi-function. When the kart is
switched on, you will see it glow red, then amber,
then green which is its normal operating colour. If
the LED subsequently moves from green, there is
typically a problem such as the battery is running
down. Flashing green usually indicates that power
has been applied with the throttle lever already
pushed forward by the driver, and the lever should
be moved back and then re-operated. i.e. this is
safety feature to stop the kart immediately setting
off at speed.
RADIO POWER is a blue LED to confirm that power
is reaching a small radio receiver fitted within the
control box. If this LED does not light, do not use
the kart even if KART STATUS is lit.

REVERSE WARNING flashes red whenever the kart is in reverse i.e. the direction switch on the lefthand side of the control box is backwards.

Testing the remote control each time the kart is used
After turning on the kart, press the red button A on the transmitter. KART STATUS will go out
indicating the remote control is working and the power to the motor has been shut down. Now
press button B and KART STATUS will light up again. If this test fails, don’t use the kart. The remote
has a range of up to around 100M with no obstructions.
If the tiny red LED on the transmitter doesn’t light, check its battery which is a 12V MN21
(A23/23A/V23GA/LRV08/8LR932) type often found in key-fob transmitters, and accessed by undoing
two little screws with a cross-head screwdriver at the key ring end.

Limiting the speed RANGE if required
Hidden underneath the control box towards the front is a rotary control with a screwdriver slot that
limits the speed the kart will go (see photo below). Clockwise increases the speed range, and anticlockwise decreases it. It doesn’t actually need a screwdriver and can be turned with the fingers.

Range and main battery
TGA quote a range of about ten miles for their Powerpack Duo so the kart should achieve a similar
range on a full charge.
The main battery is an MK item part number ES20-12C FT, and if a replacement becomes necessary
over time, it can be purchased direct from TGA Mobility. The battery is sealed lead acid and should
be disposed of the same way as old car batteries – at the local waste recycling centre.

Faults
In the event of any fault, please contact the Harrogate/Ripon Group on 01423 603011.

